Workshop on “Infrastructure Quality Measures”
To provide the conductive atmosphere and ambience for effective teaching learning
process and to nurture overall development of the student a quality infrastructure plays a
very important role. Hence to aware and to interact on such subject, Internal Quality
Assurance Cell and Quality Improvement Programme Committee of the institute has
organized online workshop on “Infrastructure Quality Measures” on 28th May 2021.
Dr. P. V. Chavan, co-ordinator of NAAC Criteria IV introduced the program and
welcomed all dignitaries, resource persons and the participants. The Honorable Principal
Dr. B. T. Jadhav honoured the occasion with his auspicious presence and with the
excellent presidential speech he assured to provide the same learning environment for
student’s development.
The first session was conducted on topic Legal Permission and SOP for Creation
of New Infrastructure/ Facilities by Hon. Prof. Dr. M. B. Kumthekar, Head of Civil
Engineering Department, Government College of Engineering, Karad. While talking, he
advised that to achieve excellence in our domain, institute should have active, visionary
and transparent leadership. He disclosed various funding agencies like UGC, AICTE,
RUSA, DST etc. which are essential for development of the institute. In the detailed
session he came across with the importance, components and various steps in
development of infrastructure like strategic planning, vision, availability of land,
discussion with architect, brainstorming on plans followed by finalization of plan. He also
threw a light on legal permissions, and SOPs associated with the new infrastructures.
For the Second session Hon. Principal Dr. A. C. Attar, from Karmaveer Bhaurao
Patil College of Engineering, Satara guided on the topic Measurements of Quality
Infrastructure. In this session he presented his expertise in giving a detailed knowledge
of various physical facilities like campus ambiance, academic infrastructure, indoor and
outdoor sports facilities, extra-curricular facilities and library facilities. He also discussed
the need of quality infrastructure like future smart classrooms, ICT enabled classrooms,
smart boards, LED screens, Display boards, Activity tables, live painted and interactive
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corridors, LMS and how these are required for enhancing quality of teaching learning
process.
The speaker of third session, Mr. A. D. Kadam delivered a talk on Infrastructure
Design, Quality Measures and Maintenance. With his warm words he enlightened
participants about how right ambience is needed in imparting quality education in which he
mainly focused on spacious classrooms, well equipped laboratories, well stocked libraries,
conference halls, exam halls, sport grounds and their maintenance. He summarized the
existing and newly added infrastructure facilities of our institute, waste management
planning strategy while considering new infrastructure and also gave insight into new
building under construction and its planning.
Total 60 participants participated in the virtual gathering of this workshop including Heads
of Departments, Building Committee Members and QIP members of the institute on the
Zoom platform.
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